Traditionally, expert analysis is required to evaluate pathological changes manifested in tissue biopsies. This is a highly-skilled process, notwithstanding issues of limited throughput and inter-operator variability, thus the application of image analysis algorithms to this domain may drive innovation in disease diagnostics.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of tissue biopsies by histopathological methods provides the cornerstone of clinical diagnosis, although the rigorous assessment of any pathological features relies upon the experience of at least one expert pathologist. The automated classification of histological images would alleviate the burden on health care services, and provide unbiased and quantitative measurements to assist in disease identification and prognostication.
Our group has a particular interest in diseases of the skin, which are debilitating and their management has huge financial implications. By developing methods to allow morphometric analysis of tissue samples, we hope to shed new light on the pathophysiological processes underlying a range of common disorders. In particular, we have chosen to focus on the dermis and its rich collagen network, changes in which are associated with effects such as scarring, delayed wound healing and a loss of skin integrity. Rather than a simple collagenous pad, the dermis is composed of a highly-organised extracellular matrix (ECM) of proteins and other macromolecules, assembled into a meshwork of primarily collagen fibres (McGibbon, 2006) . Traditionally, evaluation of this compartment was made using electron microscopy (EM), which requires both expensive equipment and extensive tissue preparation, thus this analysis tends to be research-focused. Our approach is to exploit methods available to routine histopathology laboratories, thereby broadening their utility.
In pathological states, or in ageing, the structure of collagen in the skin diverges from a regular 'basket-weave', in which collagen fibres intersect at 41 approximately 90° angles (van Zuijlen et al., 2003 , Rawlins et al., 2006 , and the production of new collagen may be perturbed (Varani et al., 2000 , Mays et al., 1991 , Varani et al., 2006 . The latter may also be associated with dermal attrition (AlHabian, 2011) . A range of histological stains are used to identify collagens in tissue specimens, and one may make qualitative assessments of ECM integrity from photomicrographs. We and others have developed methods to quantify collagen bundle thickness and orientation, although a degree of user intervention is required with some methods (Noorlander et al., 2002) , and wholly unsupervised (thus unbiased) image analysis methods, as we have previously described, are preferable (Osman et al., 2013) . Moreover, in our experience variation in staining characteristics across specimens presents considerable technical difficulties that are exacerbated if tissues prepared by multiple laboratories are to be analysed.
Methods that exploit frequency domain transformations to measure fibre size have been attempted (Verhaegen et al., 2012) , although no method has been developed to date that can provide user-independent analysis (Menesatti et al., 2012) . We sought to improve upon existing methods in several ways: firstly by improving pre-processing to ensure uniformity between images and reduce artefacts; secondly, we used cross-polar images of picrosirius stained sections, rather than simple H&E images, as these reveal the regular collagen matrix structure rather than the loops and whirls revealed with other techniques; and thirdly we used an ellipse approximation of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum scatter rather than gravity centres as used previously (Verhaegen et al., 2012) . This latter stage allows for the inclusion of more data-points in the scatter, and this is especially useful when younger skin is analysed.
In addition to the use of frequency domain analysis to establish collagen fibre size, we also wanted to adapt colour segmentation methods to allow the assessment of collagen dynamics. Herovici's polychrome is a particularly effective connective tissue stain in that it discriminates young from old collagen fibres. While this is, in principle, a simple image analysis problem based around the separation of two distinct hues, we found that variation between images made it impossible to achieve accurate quantification of red (mature collagen) and blue (young collagen) staining areas consistently. To resolve this, we implemented a dynamic approach to improve colour segmentation by exploiting K-means clustering.
Herein, we describe the development of automated methods that utilise either the frequency domain or colour space in order to assess collagen bundle thickness and collagen dynamics respectively, from images of skin sections stained with histological dyes. These tools enabled us to investigate the effects of chronological ageing on collagen structure and synthesis in an animal model of skin ageing.
BIOLOGICAL METHODS

Animal Models
All procedures were conducted in accordance with the UK Government Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and approved by the University of Buckingham Ethical Review Board. C57Bl6 mice were maintained on chow diets fed ad libitum under standard conditions (BeeKay Number 1, B&K Universal Ltd, Leeds, UK). Mice were obtained from Charles River (Manston, UK) aged 5-6wk. Wild-type C57 mice were killed at 3mth, 8mth, 12mth and 20mth of age. Freely-fed males were used for all studies, and tissues from at least 3 animals per group were studied.
Tissue
Once animals were euthanized, dorsal skin biopsies were taken immediately and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen prior to storage at -80°C until all samples were ready for simultaneous processing to minimise artefacts. Samples were transferred to cold (4°C) 10% neutral buffered formalin then fixed for 7-8h at room temperature. This was followed by dehydration, clearing and wax immersion in an automated tissue processor as standard. Rectangular pieces of skin were placed on their sides in moulds such that sections were cut orthogonal to the epidermal surface, before embedding in paraffin wax. 4µm thick sections were cut using a rotary microtome with a knife angle of 35° and a clearance angle between 1° and 5°, before transfer to positively-charged glass slides. Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining was carried out as standard to confirm tissue integrity and orientation in all samples.
Histological Staining
Standard morphology was assessed with H&E stained images captured in bright-field with an Aperio whole-slide scanner (Aperio, Vista, CA, USA). The depth of the dermis was measured in Aperio ImageScope software (version 11.1.2.760) using the ruler function. Dermal depth was measured from the basement membrane (epidermal-dermal junction) to the adipocyte-dermis junction. The orientation of the measurement was dictated by the basement membrane, and this followed the contour of the epidermis. At least 3 animals per group were studied, and from each animal least 3 images were captured. A minimum of 5 depth measurements were taken for each image.
Collagen organisation was studied by picrosirius staining, performed as previously described (Junqueira et al., 1979 , Osman et al., 2013 . Images were captured at 90x magnification from at least 3 discrete locations per slide with a Nikon TEi inverted microscope equipped with cross-polar optics and a QImaging CCD camera (all supplied by Nikon, Kingston, UK) coupled to Nikon NIS Elements software (version 4.10.01). Collagen dynamics were evaluated from whole-slide brightfield captures of Herovici's polychrome staining (Friend, 1963 , Cook, 1974 . Standardised regions of interest (ROIs) showing papillary dermis (inclusive of the basement membrane, but excluding nondermal tissues such as hair follicles) where captured using a 40x objective lens.
Statistical Analysis
Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0. One-way ANOVAs compared collagen patterns in 3mth controls (by which age rates of collagen synthesis are stable) (Taher et al., 2011 , Yano et al., 2001 , Muller-Rover et al., 2001 ) to test groups. Dunnett's post-hoc analysis was performed where the ANOVA demonstrated significance. Where appropriate, Pearson's correlation analysis was performed (p<0.05). For all tests: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001; **** p<0.0001.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Measurement of Collagen Bundle Thickness and Spacing
All image processing and analysis was performed in MATLAB (R2011b, MathWorks, Cambridge, UK) equipped with the Image Processing Toolbox. Images were pre-processed with an unsharp filter to enhance edges (in various orientations) and other high-frequency components (Humaimi et al., 2001, Cheikh and Gabbouj, 1998) . Specifically, the unsharp filter was applied the the greyscale conversion of the original picrosirius stained image to create a mask. This mask was then subtracted from the original greyscale image to produce a sharper image with clear collagen edges. An usharp mask filter was applied according to the formula (1):
where fsmooth(x,y) is the smooth version of original image f(x,y). The resulting sharpened image was produced by formula (2):
where k is a scaling constant between 0.2 and 0.7 Each image was then converted to greyscale and the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was computed with the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) function in MATLAB. The FFT is an efficient algorithm that returns the strength of the different frequency waveforms contributing to the pixel values of the entire image (Blanchet and Charbit, 2010) .
The texture of the Fourier spectrum was used to determine the relative organisation or directionality of the original image texture. Power spectral analysis of an image can be interpreted as an averaging of the FFT spectrum at different frequency sub-bands.
The highest frequency range sub-band of the FFT was exploited to generate a power plot of the FFT spectrum (Figure 1 and 3) , this computed by calculating the higher frequencies using the MATLAB code in formula (3):
The resulting spectra were transformed into binary through Otsu thresholding (Figure 1 and 3) , and elliptical measurements of the scatter pattern for each spectrum were made. Briefly, the ellipse with the same normalized second central moment as the segmented binarised scatter was generated. The variance in the region was calculated using a MATLAB function (regionprops) to find the major and minor axes of the fitted ellipse.
From the elliptical scatter, measurements of average collagen bundle thickness were extracted using the location of the foci of ellipses, and the distances between the foci and the verteces of the ellipses (Figure 1 and 3) . Measurements of the axes of the ellipses were not defined by spatial position, but defined by the variance of the region. Formulas (4) and (5) define this process:
where T is the distance between foci and the verteces of any ellipse (representing bundle thickness), F is the distance in µm from each focus to the centre and A and B are the major and minor radii of the ellipse in µm. This process is summarised in Figure 1 . Typical FFT scatter patterns and ellipses derived from an ageing mouse skin model are shown in Figure 3. 
Measurement of Collagen Dynamics
Image segmentation based on red, green and blue (RGB) pixel colour values informs the separation of objects within a given colour space (Menesatti et al., 2012 , Hosea et al., 2011 , allowing areas with similar values to be quantified as one entity.
Although not universally exploited in biomedical imaging, RGB-based segmentation is commonly used in morphometry and we used this approach herein. Specfically, we sought to develop colour filter-based segmentation of Herovici stained skin images towards the quantification of both newlysynthesised and mature collagen. Our approach involved the determination of pixel intensity values for each of the red, green and blue channels in the Herovici RGB image. This was followed by segmentation of red and blue pixels using two steps: reducing the multiplicity of colours in the image and selecting all red (and "reddish") pixels, as well as all blue (and "bluish") pixels, followed by colour segmentation using discrete criteria to segment all the pixels accurately. Using this thresholding technique, we initially applied a simple segmentation algorithm to a region of interest (ROI) within the upper (papillary) dermis to quantify red and blue fibres according to the following formulae (6), (7) and (8).
Red if:
Value of R> (G+B)⋅ C1;
Blue if:
Value of B>(G+R)⋅ C2; (7)
Pixel = 255 if not blue or red
where R, G, and B are Red, Green and Blue respectively, C1=0.75 and C2=0.9 (determined empirically for each image set). Due to the inherent variability in staining properties between histological samples, our initial attempts to simply segment the red and blue pixels using standard thresholds according equations 5 and 6 were unsatisfactory ( Figure 4C and 4D) . In order to improve this, we employed an iterative K-means clustering method to refine pixel intensity values derived from a range of images to allow more accurate segmentation (Yerpude and Dubey, 2012, Farivar et al., 2008 ).
This method is described in the flow chart in Figure 2 . Briefly, for each image a median 3x3 filter was applied to the image to remove noise, then contrast stretching was performed using the MATLAB function "imadjust" (this acts to increase the dynamic range of an image such that 1% of all pixel values are saturated at low and high intensities of the image). Subsequently, RGB images were converted into CIE L*a*b* colour space, and Kmeans clustering was performed to partition the data points into three clusters. The centroids of the clusters were computed and their associated Voroni diagram was constructed. The data points were then assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid measured by Euclidian Distance. Once allocated, centroids were recalculated, and the clustering process was repeated until the groups stabilised (Yerpude and Dubey, 2012, Farivar et al., 2008 ). This process was followed by segmentation and image histogram-based thresholding to remove bright pixels from segmented images.
APPLICATION OF METHODS
Quantification of Collagen Changes in Chronologically-aged Skin
We subjected replicate images derived from a model of skin ageing to quantitative analysis. We and others previously showed that both collagen organisation and dynamics are compromised with increasing age (Varani et al., 2006 , Osman et al., 2013 . We initially attempted to use existing methods to measure collagen bundle thickness using gravity centres isolated from the FFT scatter created from images of H&E stained skin (Verhaegen et al., 2012) . However, we found that we could not replicate this analysis without significant user interaction, for example in mapping gravity centres. Moreover, as picrosirius images more effectively reveal collagen structure, we wished to investigate the possibility that the analysis of these images would overcome problems associated with the analysis of H&E images. Our approach is summarised in Figure 2 and Figure 4 . Our measurements revealed a correlation with chronological ageing and reduction in fibre thickness ( Figure 4D ). Not only were we able to quantify gross changes associated with extremes of age (i.e. between 3mth [the equivalent of young adulthood] and 20mth [equivalent to extreme old age in humans]), we were also able to resolve incremental reductions in collagen bundle thickness over shorter time-spans, with a significant negative correlation observed between chronological age and bundle size (r 2 =0.8268, p<0.05). Rodent hair follicle cycling is synchronous in the first few weeks post-partum, which is important as collagen synthesis is coordinated with the growth, resting and regenerative stages of the hair follicle cycle (Taher et al., 2011 , Yano et al., 2001 Rodent hair follicle cycling is synchronous in the first few weeks post-partum, which is important as collagen synthesis is coordinated with the growth, resting and regenerative stages of the hair follicle cycle (Taher et al., 2011 , Yano et al., 2001 , MullerRover et al., 2001 . For this reason, we analysed an expanded panel of skin samples by Herovici's polychrome stain to investigate collagen dynamics (Figure 4) . If simple segmentation methods were used (i.e. without a clustering step to optimise colour values used to inform segmentation), then no correlation could be established between collagen synthesis and age (3 to 20mth inclusive; r 2 =0.8723, p>0.05) due to the influence of inter-image variation ( Figure 4C and 4D) . Conversely, the use of K-means clustering to inform our quantification method did reveal a correlation between a decrease in newlysynthesised collagen relative to mature collagen and time (between 3 and 20mth inclusive, r 2 =0.9438, p<0.05; Figure 4E and 4F). The relative reduction in new collagen synthesis observed in skin taken from 7 week old mice is most likely as a consequence of the establishment of the adult dermis at this phase of the mouse life cycle. After this time hair follicle cycling becomes asynchronous, and collagen synthesis stabilises.
CONCLUSIONS
Murine models of human disease are widely used by the biomedical science community, and these include studies of the skin. A loss of skin structure is associated with a loss of function, and damage to the dermal layers is seen in chronological ageing, in response to environmental challenges such as sun exposure, or in diseases such as diabetes. Objective measurements of dermal structure following therapeutic intervention (made by assessing collagen integrity) would facilitate the evaluation of agents effective in treating, for example, impaired wound healing. Ideally, such analysis be completely unsupervised and tractable to high-throughput studies. However, one of the major obstacles to the effective automation of morphometry is in handling the variation in colour intensity and hue displayed between images, even when every effort is made to reduce such technical variation. In order to address this, we have developed robust techniques to determine collagen structure and dynamics in histological preparations of mammalian skin. By exploiting information in the frequency domain, and by using a K-means clustering algorithm to stabilise inter-image variation, we were able to quantify subtle changes in structure in a model of ageing. Further investigation of a wider range of biological samples is required to ensure that these algorithms are truely data-set independent, and we are in the process of applying our methods to the annotation of skin images generated by a high-throughput phenotyping study. Such an undertaking would not be possible if each image had to be assessed independently and subjected to manual semiquantitative analysis.
We are confident that our methods are adaptable to the quantification of pathological features in human skin biopsies, and may eventually lead to the creation of quantitative tools for pathologists and basic researchers. , ii) segmentation using blue criteria, iii) segmentation using red criteria. Bi) Image ready for K-means-informed segmentation (after removal of background and epidermis by thresholding the saturation channel of HSV colour space), ii) blue cluster pixel segmentation, iii) red cluster pixel segmentation. C) Pixel values obtained by simple blue and red segmentation or by the K-means clustering method (E) in the ageing series. D) and F) The ratio of blue to red pixels in images achieved by either simple segmentation D) or K-means clustering (F).
